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easy to mount on 
a driving disc

haid-tec Pads for TASKI swingo 250 µicro

firm fleece back

inside hole for 
good water flow
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1 MelaminPlusPads on TASKI swingo 250 µicro 2 PolyPlusPads on TASKI swingo 250 µicro

PolyPlusPads with high-quality outer band4Specific recess – full pad use3



Your contact for certified floor cleaning

Thomas Haid-Thoma (left) and David Haid

haid-tec® 
geprüfte Oberflächentechnik GmbH 
Riedstraße 10 
D-89616 Rottenacker

T: +49 7393 / 918 39 10 
F: +49 7393 / 918 39 19 
E: info@haid-tec.de

www.haid-tec.com 
www.haid-tec.com/shop/

The further development of our cleaning pads was fun-
ded by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and 
Energy based on a resolution of the German Bundestag.

Supported by the

EFFECTIVE ON NUMEROUS TYPES OF 
FLOORING 

IMMEDIATE 
COST SAVINGS

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY 

Reuse/recycling of German melamine resin 
foam. Reduction of aggressive chemicals.

Impressive service life. 
Chemical use can be reduced in most cases. 

Basic cleaning can be avoided. 

Excellent cleaning results on mineral and 
resilient floor coverings.

haid-tec Pads for TASKI swingo 250 µicro
For the TASKI swingo 250 µicro, we have two specially made pad types in our range that further improve the cleaning 
performance of your TASKI swingo 250 µicro: MelaminPlusPads and PolyPlusPads. Both types of pad have a robust 
fleece backing that ensures a firm grip on the TASKI swingo 250 µicro driving discs. It protects the driving discs and the 
floor covering in case you forget to change used pads in time.

Our MelaminPlusPads are made of 
melamine resin foam that delivers 
an excellent mechanical cleaning performance. 
Compression gives our MelaminPlusPads a service life 
many times longer than pure white or grey pads made 
of melamine resin foam. The MelaminPlusPads achieve 
excellent cleaning results especially on porcelain 
stoneware, vinyl/PVC and other water-resistant floor 
coverings.

Our PolyPlusPads are made of 
polyester active fibres that are much 

finer than the fibres of conventional scrubbing pads 
or the bristles of brushes. The fine fibres reach much 
deeper into the microscopic recesses of the surface 
so that they can remove dirt effectively. They are 
especially suitable for very textured floor coverings. 
As PolyPlusPads have significantly less friction than 
MelaminPlusPads, they can guarantee a long battery 
life. 


